Moeller Marine Earns High Score on Service Report Card
Moeller Marine, a Leading OEM and Aftermarket Supplier of Marine Fuel Systems, Receives a 97.8 for
Excellent Delivery, Service and Quality Performance from a Major Manufacturer of Recreational Boats
Online PR News â€“ 28-October-2013 â€“ SPARTA, TENNESSEE Moeller Marine Products, a leading
manufacturer and distributor in the recreational boat industry, received a high score from a major
manufacturer of recreational boats for the 2013 second quarter. The marine fuel system and component
supply company earned a 97.8 for excelling in quality, delivery and service performance.
Â
At Moeller Marine, we pride ourselves on our quality parts, outstanding delivery and excellent customer
support, said Gary Eich, Division President of Moeller Marine. After all of our teamwork and commitment to
being top performing suppliers to the recreational boat industry, we're pleased by our recent acclamations.
Â
Moeller Marine was reviewed over four categories that included quality performance, delivery performance,
service performance, and overall performance. During the second quarter the company delivered 866 units
and had zero defective products with 100 percent on-time delivery.
Â
The OEM and aftermarket supplier consistently provided on-time and complete delivery with correct
packaging and documentation. Service performance excelled due in part to Moellers dedication to easy
planning and ordering, with timely and to the point information exchanges. They also offer clear invoicing,
while providing timely and accurate engineering support.
Â
Moellers OEM accounts enjoy more than 95 percent on time delivery on custom fuel tanks, water tanks and
other molded products within three weeks of the order date. Aftermarket accounts receive more than 98
percent on time delivery filled within seven days.
Â
We're extremely proud of our high score for the 2013 second quarter, said Eich. And we look forward to still
finding room for improvement and continuing to provide excellent service and high quality parts.
Â
For more information on Moeller Marine's OEM or aftermarket products for the recreational boat industry, visit
www.MoellerMarine.com.
Â
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